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Abstract

Established tumors are complex masses that contain not only neoplastic cells but also nontransformed cellular elements such as stromal cells, the neovasculature, and the full gamut of immune cells. However, evidence suggests that, unlike cells found in lymphoid organs that productively respond to acute infections, immune cells in tumors are dysregulated and functionally impaired. Tumor masses can contain regulatory lymphocytes, myeloid-derived suppressor cells, alternatively activated macrophages, and dendritic cells. Ablation or reprogramming of this aberrant microenvironment might dramatically augment cancer therapies, and this strategy is currently being deployed in a variety of clinical trials. A better understanding of the cellular constituents of tumors and the mechanisms involved in immune evasion may help guide the next generation of innovative cancer immunotherapies. Cancer Res; 72(13); 3125–30. ©2012 AACR.

Introduction

For years, scientists have focused almost exclusively on transformed cells within solid tumor masses and believed that deciphering the biology of these cells could entirely explain tumor formation. Although many cancer biologists retain this view, we now have considerable evidence that nonneoplastic host elements, such as mesenchymal-derived cells and cellular components of the vascular and immune systems, contribute substantially to carcinogenesis, tumor progression, and the metastases of transformed cells (1–9). These cells form critical components of a stromal network that fosters neovascularization and provide optimal cytokine and inflammatory support to drive the proliferation of transformed cells into solid masses (10–12). The cellular constituents of a tumor can include immune cells that are normally found in secondary lymphoid organs, and studies have provided clear evidence of infiltrating lymphocytes, natural killer (NK) cells, macrophages, dendritic cells (DC), eosinophils, mast cells, and immature myeloid cells or myeloid-derived suppressor cells (MDSC) in both murine and human tumors (Fig. 1; refs. 6, 7, 13). In contrast to the case of a productive immune response to a pathogen, immune cells that reside within tumors are dysregulated and functionally impaired. The complex interactions among the various cell types in the tumor microenvironment are only now beginning to be fully understood as an emerging hallmark of cancer (7). In addition, the plasticity of cells within tumors is now being appreciated. For example, evidence now suggests that immature myeloid cells possess the ability to differentiate into macrophages, DCs, and endothelial cells in response to strong proangiogenic stimuli induced by tumor cells (14–17). Furthermore, infiltrating immune cells become alternatively activated with a perturbed phenotype and a functional profile, creating an environment that is conducive to T-cell suppression (2). Growing evidence now suggests that even targeted agents and chemotherapies require an endogenous immune response to induce tumor regression (18, 19). In this review, we describe the immunologic constituents of the tumor microenvironment, define the mechanisms that contribute to escape of tumors from immune recognition, and discuss therapeutic interventions to alter the tightly coordinated regulatory networks within tumors.

T-Regulatory Lymphocytes

The initial observation that populations of T cells possess the ability to suppress immune responses was made more than 30 years ago (20, 21). Subsequently, these T-regulatory cells (T\textsubscript{Reg}) were rediscovered, and the importance of CD4\textsuperscript{+} CD25\textsuperscript{+} T\textsubscript{Reg} for inhibiting antitumor immunity was established in a series of experiments by multiple groups showing that CD25\textsuperscript{+} T-cell depletion significantly improved antitumor immunity in different mouse models (22–24). More recently, studies showed that the transcription factor forkhead box P3 (Foxp3) is critical for the development of the functional characteristics of T\textsubscript{Reg} (25, 26). We now have an abundance of data from studies in mice and humans that show an increase in the frequency of T\textsubscript{Reg} both in the periphery and within tumors from cancers of different histologies, including melanomas, lung cancers, esophageal cancers, breast cancers, ovarian cancers, gastric cancers, colorectal cancers, and lymphomas (27, 28).

Several mechanisms for T\textsubscript{Reg}-mediated immune evasion have been reported. Of importance, the secretion of TGF-β...
and interleukin-10 (IL-10) by T\(_{\text{regs}}\) in tumors helps create an immunosuppressive environment that blunts antitumor effector responses by CD4\(^+\), CD8\(^+\), and NK cells. T\(_{\text{regs}}\) also express a heterotrimeric receptor (CD25: \(\alpha\)-chain; CD122: \(\beta\)-chain; and CD132: \(\gamma\)-chain) that has a 100-fold higher affinity for IL-2 than the dimeric form lacking the CD25 \(\alpha\)-chain (29–31). This functional difference likely results in T\(_{\text{regs}}\) acting as competitive sinks for IL-2 within the tumor microenvironment (29, 30). Furthermore, it is likely that they function as sinks for other important homeostatic and antitumor cytokines, such as IL-7, IL-12, and IL-15 (32).

T\(_{\text{regs}}\) also express several surface molecules (e.g., CTLA-4, PD-1, and GITR) that interact with their respective ligands (CD80/CD86, PD-1-L, and GITR-L) on antigen-presenting cells. Cross-talk between these cell types within tumors likely maintains and propagates a coordinated suppressive and tolerogenic environment (27, 28). In various murine tumor models and more recently in human clinical trials (33, 34), antibodies that were designed to inhibit CTLA-4– and PD-1–mediated signaling showed the ability to induce endogenous antitumor immunity that resulted in the regression of established cancers. However, the mechanistic link between CTLA-4 and PD-1 blockade and altered T\(_{\text{regs}}\) function in humans still remains to be fully understood and may help guide future combination-based immunotherapies.
Regulatory Myeloid Cells

It is now well established that subpopulations of myeloid cells are able to inhibit immune responses to cancer using a variety of mechanisms. Pioneering work describing the inhibitory properties of myeloid cells in cancer was published more than 2 decades ago by groups led by Diana Lopez and Rita Young (35–38). Myeloid-derived cells represent numerous distinct and heterogeneous populations of cells of hematopoietic origin (39). The marker CD11b (also known as αM-integrin) represents an important myeloid cell lineage differentiation antigen. Collectively, myeloid cells create a chronic inflammatory environment and are critical mediators of tumor initiation, angiogenesis, and metastasis (11, 12, 40, 41). They also contribute to the formation of the tumor stroma and shape the immune environment in expanding tumor masses (13, 40). Important myeloid cell subsets that contribute to immune dysfunction within the tumor stroma include MDSCs, macrophages, and DCs.

MDSCs

MDSCs are classically described as a population of CD11b+ Gr-1+ cells in tumor-bearing mice with demonstrated abilities to suppress CD8+ T-cell antitumor immunity (35, 42). It was discovered early on that granulocyte-macrophage colony-stimulating factor (GM-CSF) is a key factor in driving the expansion of these cells (43). Subsequent studies have shown that MDSCs are a heterogeneous population of cells consisting of CD11b+Ly6C+Ly6G− cells of monocytic origin and CD11b+Ly6C−Ly6G− cells of granulocytic origin (44). It is important to note that the Gr-1 antibody recognizes both Ly6C and Ly6G, and it is possible that cells that stain bright or high for Gr-1 represent a population of cells distinct from those that show less intense or Gr-1 intermediate staining for MDSCs. In humans, the markers for MDSCs are not clearly defined, due in large part to the lack of a Gr-1 homolog. On the basis of early studies, it is thought that the phenotype for human MDSCs likely resides within a population of LIN−HLA-DR+CD33+ cells (44).

MDSCs bear the same markers as nonsuppressive myeloid cells that are found under normal physiologic conditions in hosts. However, in tumor-bearing mice and patients with cancer, myeloid cells are induced into a suppressive state and found with altered differentiation profiles that resemble an immature phenotype (14, 35, 45, 46). These immature myeloid cells possess the capacity to differentiate into macrophages, DCs, and neutrophils (44). Furthermore, they display plasticity between different lineages, as studies have highlighted the ability of CD11b+Gr-1+ MDSCs to differentiate into CD31+ endothelial cells (17).

The multiple mechanisms by which myeloid cells mediate immune evasion are being elucidated in mouse models. Most studies have highlighted the requirement for direct cell–cell contact for MDSCs to mediate T-cell suppression, suggesting that short-lived mediators or direct cross-talk between cells induces immune dysfunction. It is now well accepted that MDSCs express high levels of inducible nitric oxide synthase and arginase 1 (14, 44). The production of nitric oxide imparts a direct suppressive role to T cells by the induction of T-cell apoptosis, inhibition of STAT5 signaling, and the formation of peroxynitrite, a potent oxidant that induces nitration and nitrosylation of amino acids that are essential for T-cell function (14, 44). The increased activity and production of arginase 1 depletes L-arginine from the tumor microenvironment and impairs the local proliferative capacity of T cells (47). Other mechanisms of MDSC-mediated immune suppression that have been described include the sequestration of cysteine leading to the limited availability of this essential amino acid for T cells, the secretion of suppressive cytokines (e.g., IL-10), and the overproduction of reactive oxygen species (48). Of interest, recent work also suggested that MDSCs have the ability to skew the differentiation of CD4+ T cells into Tregs (49), although further studies are needed to show a direct immunoregulatory link. Taken together, these studies reveal that MDSCs facilitate tumor growth not only by producing proangiogenic factors but also by employing a myriad of immunosuppressive mechanisms that blunt effector T-cell responses.

Alternatively activated macrophages

Although much of the focus on the suppressive capacity of myeloid cells is directed toward MDSCs, macrophages also play a crucial role in immune evasion within tumors. These stromal cells, which are marked by the expression of CD11b and F4/80 in mice and CD11b, CD14, CD33, and CD68 in humans, are classically described as being skewed toward an M2-altered functional profile (2, 16, 41). M2-polarized macrophages produce lower levels of proinflammatory cytokines, such as IL-1β, TNF-α, and IL-12, and higher levels of immunosuppressive mediators, such as IL-10, TGF-β, and VEGF (2, 16, 41). Macrophages also have the inherent ability to present antigen to T lymphocytes and provide costimulatory support under the right environment. This ability to cultivate an adaptive immune response is perturbed within the tumor microenvironment and likely plays a role in the shutdown of T-cell-mediated immunity.

Dysfunctional macrophages are also stunted in their ability to mediate direct lysis of malignant cells. Studies have shown that following activation under inflammatory conditions, macrophages can mediate direct cytotoxicity against malignant cells, likely through soluble mediators such as TNF-α, oxygen radicals, and matrix metalloproteinases (50). Thus, devising strategies to reeducate tumor-infiltrating macrophages into an activated M1-type cell may improve both direct killing and indirect licensing of adaptive antitumor immune responses (51).

Functionally impaired DCs

DCs are often described as professional antigen-presenting cells because of their ability to robustly license T cells in secondary lymphoid organs (52). However, in the setting of cancer, DCs in close contact with malignant cells develop functional impairments and fail to prime T cells to the same degree as DCs residing within lymphoid organs under nonpathologic conditions (15, 36). Several tumor-derived mediators, such as VEGF, macrophage CSF (M-CSF), GM-CSF, IL-6,
IL-10, and gangliosides, have been reported to contribute to the altered differentiation of DCs (53, 54). These immature DCs often express no or low levels of costimulatory molecules, such as CD40, CD80, and CD86, and have been described to express indoleamine 2,3-dioxynase, an enzyme that degrades the essential amino acid tryptophan that leads to the suppression of T-cell immunity (55). Tumor-associated DCs also possess defects in the machinery to effectively present antigen and downregulate MHC class I and II molecules in addition to genes associated with antigen presentation, such as transporter associated with antigen processing (TAP) and low-molecular-weight proteins (54). Thus, tumors have evolved an intricate network that alters the differentiation of DCs and impairs the ability of these cells to license effective adaptive immune responses against tumor antigens.

Cancer Immunotherapy

In the era of modern medicine, proof of the effectiveness of immune-based treatments against cancer was established with the development of high-dose IL-2 for patients with metastatic renal cell carcinoma and metastatic melanoma (56). Recently, ipilimumab (Yervoy; Bristol-Myers Squibb), a monoclonal antibody targeting CTLA-4, received approval from the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) for the treatment of patients with metastatic melanoma, representing a major milestone in the immunotherapy of cancer (33, 57). Furthermore, early-phase trials with a monoclonal antibody targeting PD-1 are also showing promising results for patients with metastatic melanoma and colon cancer (34). Both CTLA-4- and PD-1–based therapies target pathways that negatively regulate T-cell function, and recent studies have highlighted the ability of anti-CTLA-4 and anti-PD-1 antibodies to synergize and reverse T-cell anergy within tumors by enhancing the local proliferation of effector T cells (58).

Another promising immunotherapy modality involves the adoptive transfer of tumor-infiltrating lymphocytes and T-cell receptor– or chimeric antigen receptor–redirected peripheral blood lymphocytes in patients with metastatic cancer (59–63). In early phase I and II trials for patients with metastatic melanoma, adoptive T-cell therapies were shown to mediate high durable response rates of 50% to 70% when combined with preconditioning regimens designed to ablate suppressive elements of the immune system. The precedent for an FDA-approved cellular therapy was recently set by the development of sipuleucel-T (Provenge; Dendreon Corporation), a cancer vaccine that requires the transfer of autologous ex vivo sensitized peripheral blood monocytes in patients with metastatic prostate cancer.

One of the ultimate goals for cancer therapeutics is to administer an i.v. product to patients with widespread metastatic cancer and achieve high local concentrations of antitumor mediators directly at the tumor site. T cells represent the ideal vehicle for delivering such products to the tumor microenvironment because of the exquisite specificity of T-cell receptors for antigens expressed by cells in tumors, and the ability of high-affinity chimeric antigen receptors to recognize surface proteins expressed on malignant or stromal cells. Two-photon in vivo imaging techniques have enabled the visualization of T cells moving through tissues with high instantaneous velocities, with an arrest in migration upon contact with cognate antigen. This understanding of immunobiology, combined with our ability to genetically engineer T cells ex vivo, allows investigators to design tumor-specific T cells that are capable of secreting wide arrays of therapeutic agents.

Therapeutic Use of IL-12 Engineered T Cells

We recently described our ability to treat large, established B16 melanomas with a single dose of 10,000 tumor-specific CD8+ T cells engineered to secrete a functional single-chain IL-12 molecule following a lymphodepleting regimen that reduced the number of intratumoral TRegs (64, 65). Our initial hypothesis was that IL-12 licenses T cells and NK cells to directly kill tumor targets. Surprisingly, however, our experiments revealed that direct ligation of receptors on T cells and NK cells was not necessary, and IL-12 triggered a programmed cell death in naturally occurring dysfunctional myeloid-derived cells within the tumor microenvironment (51, 66). IL-12 induced a cascade of molecular danger signals that sensitized tumor-infiltrating macrophages, DCs, and MDSCs to potently stimulate the activation of CD8+ T cells (66, 67). We next examined the role of IFN-γ, an important downstream mediator of IL-12, and showed that the direct immunologic effects of IFN-γ are necessary to achieve the full therapeutic potential of the treatment.

Several studies have ascribed the benefits of IL-12 and IFN-γ to unmasking the immunogenicity of transformed cells; however, we showed that sensitization of nonmalignant stromal cells by IL-12 and IFN-γ also plays an important role in antitumor immunity (3, 66). The infiltration of T cells into the tumor microenvironment was shown to be completely dependent on the ability of reprogrammed myeloid cells to cross-present antigen naturally present within the tumor (66). We also witnessed a complete reconfiguration of myeloid-derived infiltrates within regressing lesions, suggesting that the cross-presentation of antigens by myeloid-derived cells within tumors enabled the elimination of stromal cells by effector T cells and triggered the collapse of large vascularized lesions. Furthermore, although direct recognition of antigen on cancer cells by CD8+ T cells was not necessary, recognition of cross-presented antigen was critical for induction of tumor regression. Taken together, our studies suggest that IL-12, partly through IFN-γ, reversed suppressive factors within the tumor microenvironment by enabling antigen-presenting cells to effectively license antitumor CD8+ T cell responses.

This concept has formed the basis for clinical trials that are currently accruing patients at the National Cancer Institute, NIH. We now envision adoptively transferring IL-12 engineered T cells specific for tumors across multiple histologies by redirecting naturally occurring tumor-specific cells or TCR/CAR modified cells (68, 69). The use of IL-12 to increase the immunogenicity of tumors may make it possible to treat
cancers that have classically been thought to be unresponsive to immune-based treatments.

Conclusions

One of the emerging hallmarks of cancer is the concept that tumor masses are complex structures composed of both malignant and nonmalignant immune cells that support cancer growth and prevent immune destruction (7). This understanding of the cellular constituents of the tumor microenvironment has helped guide the design of powerful T-cell therapies that are capable of causing the regression of large tumor burdens. However, one of the major obstacles facing tumor immunologists today is the need to find appropriate tumor targets. The heterogeneity among different cancer histologies poses a formidable challenge to scientists attempting to devise broadly applicable treatment regimens. An understanding of the immunologic constituents of the tumor stroma may help guide future cancer therapies. All cancers, regardless of their epithelial origin, are inherently infiltrated by stromal cells. These cells may provide a universal target for the treatment of all solid tumors (70, 71).
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